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CCSN Observations indicate asymmetry

Basic Physics of CCSN & the Neutrino 
Mechanism

1D, 2D, & 3D simulations

Magnetorotational CCSN

Can MR-CCSN fit the observations?

Basics of Magnetohydrodynamics

MHD in CCSN
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So, Who cares?
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Real stars rotate and are magnetic!

The initial conditions are still uncertain...

Could have dramatic effect on explosion 
dynamics

May be critical to explaining observations

Magnetars, Pulsars, GRBs, oh My!
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ALL core-collapse SNe are polarized

Higher asymmetries in the cores of 
explosions

Often show a “dominant 
axis” in Q/U plane - 
indicates an elongated 
explosion

Loops in Q/U plane 
indicate non-axisymmetry

SN Polarization

ANRV352-AA46-12 ARI 25 July 2008 2:5
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Figure 5
(a) H! and adjacent continuum on the Q/U plane for SN 1987A on June 3, 1987, at the beginning of the fading from peak. The loop
structure is now especially prominent. (b) He I !5876 and adjacent continuum on June 3, 1987. The data at approximately 5600 Å and
6200 Å represent the continuum. The He I line shows a large excursion to Q ! 0.7% at 5800 Å at absorption minimum. The data at
Q ! –1.2% at 6100 Å correspond to the absorption minimum of the adjacent Ba II line. All these features fall closely along the same
locus. The dashed line corresponds to the speckle angle (" ! 16!) (Meikle et al. 1987) in the negative quadrant and extrapolated into
the positive quadrant as if there were an oblate counterpart to guide the eye. The data have been corrected for the interstellar
polarization given by M. Méndez (private communication) and Jeffery (1991b). Figure adapted from Cropper et al. (1988).

Although the photosphere is still in the hydrogen envelope, the hydrogen clearly, in part, reflects
the dominant asymmetry of the inner regions. A likely cause for this asymmetry is the nonspherical
distribution of the ionization source in the form of a lump of radioactive nickel and cobalt (Chugai
1992). Departures from the dominant axis lead to loops associated with H!. All the complexities
displayed here are topics for more in-depth study.

The next epoch presented by Cropper et al. (1988) is on June 3, 1987, approximately 100 days
after the explosion, midway through the decline of the light curve to the radioactive tail and about
the time of the jump of the V-band polarization. Figure 5 shows a sample of these data. In the
vicinity of H!, there is again a distinct extension roughly along the speckle angle, but also an
interesting loop structure that reflects the nonaxisymmetric interplay of the line opacity with the
polarized continuum. The absorption minimum at !6400 Å corresponds to the data of the most
extreme positive Q and U. Significant polarization, primarily along the speckle angle, is shown by
H! up to 1 year after the explosion (Cropper et al. 1988).

The He I !5876 line and surrounding continuum illustrated in Figure 5b show remarkable
uniformity. The data span Q = 0 at U ! –1 with an exceedingly well-defined dominant axis with
position angle " ! 4!. The displacement to negative U results from the addition of the underlying
continuum that adds a wavelength-independent component to the line polarization (Wang et al.
2003b). The polarization angle of this helium feature is not the speckle angle. The simple single-
axis behavior of the helium line is in stark contrast with that of the H! feature. Curiously,
the distinct orientation of the He I line is not imprinted in any obvious way on the hydrogen
geometry.

As in so many other ways, SN 1987A was also a canonical event in terms of its polarimetry.
The data deserve a more thorough quantitative study than has been done, or than we can attempt
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Type IIP Polarization
14 

the other plateau epochs), and then subtracted the result from the Stokes parameters obtained on 

all other epochs.   This resulted in the removal of 

! 

p
ISP
" 0.29% ,

! 

"
ISP

! 

" 20° from the observed data.  

 

Figure 2. Light curve and continuum polarization of SN 2004dj.  Polarization measures are from 

Table 1; error bars are 1! (s.d.) statistical.  Photometry is from data obtained with the 30-inch (0.8-

m) Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT) at Lick Observatory and the 60-inch (1.5-m) 
telescope at Palomar Observatory.  The dashed line represents the expected decline in polarization 

(

! 

p = (t
0
/ t)

2
" p

0
, where 

! 

t0 = 91 days and p0 = 0.558%  from Table 1) during the transition to the 

nebular phase due to the effects of diminishing electron scattering in optically thin, expanding 
ejecta. Note that the age of SN 2004dj at discovery and, hence, the plateau duration, is not well 
constrained by direct observation, as NGC 2403 had just emerged from solar conjunction and the 
most recent reported pre-explosion image was taken over six months earlier

18
. Our adopted 

explosion date of 2004 July 14 results from the spectral analysis of ref. 14, but we note that the 
light-curve modeling of ref. 19 yields an explosion date 31 days earlier.  If the earlier date were 
adopted, the estimated plateau duration would increase from ~70 to ~100 days.  

 

 

SN 2004dj

Leonard et al. 2006
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What Do the 
Observations Tell Us?

Massive stars explode all the time, with energies 
around 1051 erg!

They are NOT spherically-symmetric

They often show general ‘bi-polarity’ with significant 
non-axisymmetry and time-dependent polarization.

They leave remnants that often have high kick 
velocities and strong magnetic fields.

Some CCSNe are associated with GRBs.

Mixing & overturn commonly indicated.
Wednesday, July 27, 2011



40 H.-Th. Janka et al. / Physics Reports 442 (2007) 38– 74

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the evolutionary stages from stellar core collapse through the onset of the supernova explosion to the neutrino-driven
wind during the neutrino-cooling phase of the proto-neutron star (PNS). The panels display the dynamical conditions in their upper half, with arrows
representing velocity vectors. The nuclear composition as well as the nuclear and weak processes are indicated in the lower half of each panel. The
horizontal axis gives mass information. MCh means the Chandrasekhar mass and Mhc the mass of the subsonically collapsing, homologous inner
core. The vertical axis shows corresponding radii, with RFe, Rs, Rg, Rns, and R! being the iron core radius, shock radius, gain radius, neutron star
radius, and neutrinosphere, respectively. The PNS has maximum densities " above the saturation density of nuclear matter ("0).

Core Collapse Basics

Janka (2007)

e− + p+ → n + νe

e- degeneracy 
pressure fails
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40 H.-Th. Janka et al. / Physics Reports 442 (2007) 38– 74

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the evolutionary stages from stellar core collapse through the onset of the supernova explosion to the neutrino-driven
wind during the neutrino-cooling phase of the proto-neutron star (PNS). The panels display the dynamical conditions in their upper half, with arrows
representing velocity vectors. The nuclear composition as well as the nuclear and weak processes are indicated in the lower half of each panel. The
horizontal axis gives mass information. MCh means the Chandrasekhar mass and Mhc the mass of the subsonically collapsing, homologous inner
core. The vertical axis shows corresponding radii, with RFe, Rs, Rg, Rns, and R! being the iron core radius, shock radius, gain radius, neutron star
radius, and neutrinosphere, respectively. The PNS has maximum densities " above the saturation density of nuclear matter ("0).

Core Collapse Basics

Janka (2007)

ρ0 ∼ 1014 g cm−3
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40 H.-Th. Janka et al. / Physics Reports 442 (2007) 38– 74

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the evolutionary stages from stellar core collapse through the onset of the supernova explosion to the neutrino-driven
wind during the neutrino-cooling phase of the proto-neutron star (PNS). The panels display the dynamical conditions in their upper half, with arrows
representing velocity vectors. The nuclear composition as well as the nuclear and weak processes are indicated in the lower half of each panel. The
horizontal axis gives mass information. MCh means the Chandrasekhar mass and Mhc the mass of the subsonically collapsing, homologous inner
core. The vertical axis shows corresponding radii, with RFe, Rs, Rg, Rns, and R! being the iron core radius, shock radius, gain radius, neutron star
radius, and neutrinosphere, respectively. The PNS has maximum densities " above the saturation density of nuclear matter ("0).

Core Collapse Basics

Janka (2007)
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Shen 98: 
Solid

L-S 220:
Dotted
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Shen 98: 
Solid

L-S 220:
Dotted
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What’s the big deal?

Neutrino radiation hydrodynamics is hard!

Highly non-local problem.

Must have closure scheme for radiation 
transport (or Boltzmann) moment equations.

Common closure schemes: Flux-limited 
diffusion, Ray-by-ray spectral transport, full 
multi-angle spectral transport, etc.
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An Explosion in 2D:

“Ray-by-ray plus” method (Buras et al. 2006)

variable Eddington factor technique

rather under-energetic explosion only for 
11.2 Msun star.
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Nature isn’t two 
dimensional...

Murphy & Burrows (2008) and Nordhaus et 
al. (2010) found that explosions are more 
easily obtained in higher dimension.

Parameterized neutrino heating & cooling 
with approximate deleptonization scheme.
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Nordhaus, Burrows, Bell, Almgren, Chupa

Entropy
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Nordhaus, Burrows, Bell, Almgren, Chupa

Entropy
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Some Salient Features of 
the Neutrino Mechanism

1053 erg released in neutrinos!

Sophisticated 1D simulations don’t give 
explosions for progenitors bigger than about 
10 Msun.

2D simulations only give explosions for 11.2 
Msun progenitors.

Multidimensional effects (convection, SASI) 
critical to success.

Easier to get explosion in 3D!
Wednesday, July 27, 2011



Neutrino Mechanism 
Report Card

Massive stars explode all the time, with energies 
around 1051 erg!

They are NOT spherically-symmetric

They often show general ‘bi-polarity’ with significant 
non-axisymmetry and time-dependent polarization.

They leave remnants that often have high kick 
velocities and strong magnetic fields.

Some CCSNe are associated with GRBs.

Mixing & overturn commonly indicated.
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Magnetorotational 
SNe

All stars rotate and have magnetic 
fields!

Magnetic fields can tap the energy in 
differential rotation to power 
outflows

Some progenitors may rotate fast 
enough to power a magnetorotational 
explosion

See Wheeler et al. 2000, 2002
Wednesday, July 27, 2011



Erot,PNS ≈
1
2
IPNSΩ2

PNS

≈ 9× 1050ergs
�

MPNS

1.5 M⊙
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Erot,PNS ≈
1
2
IPNSΩ2

PNS

≈ 9× 1050ergs
�

MPNS

1.5 M⊙

� �
ΩPNS

250 s−1

�2 �
RPNS

50 km

�2

Rapid rotation, but in line with PNS rotation speeds 
from Burrows et al. (2007).

Not all of this energy will be available to drive an 
explosion!
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Magnetorotational 
SNe

coextensive with the magnetically driven jet. Figure 5 clearly
shows the liftoff of the corkscrewing Lagrangian parcels as ro-
tation transitions into spiraling ejection, and then, at larger radii,
into a directed jet. In addition, in model M15B11UP2A1H the ra-
dius of the shock in the equatorial regions is larger. This is because
the equatorial magnetic pressures achieved there at a given time
are larger than in model M15B11DP2A1H. This, in turn, is due to
the fact that in model M15B11UP2A1H the uniform (‘‘U’’) initial
poloidal field results in larger accreted fields at later times than in
model M15B11DP2A1H, for which the late-time accretion is of
matter from the outer corewhere the initial field decays in the 1/r 3

dipolar manner (x 3). In fact, for model M15B11UP2A1H the
equatorial regions join the explosion at later times. This outcome
is expected eventually for all models, but due to the different mag-
netic field structures andmagnitudes for themodels listed inTable 1,
the times to equatorial explosion will vary greatly from model
to model.

The particle trajectories implied by Figure 5 andmagnetic flux
freezing indicate that the ejected material stretches toroidal field
into poloidal field, in a reverse of what happens during rotational
winding in the inner!20Y150 km. So, in the jet column at large
radii the field has a significant poloidal component.

Figure 6 shows radial slices along the poles (solid lines) and
along the equator (dashed lines) of both the poloidal (red ) and
toroidal (black) fields for models M15B11DP2A1H (left panel )
and M15B11UP2A1H (right panel ) at 635 and 585 ms, respec-
tively, after bounce. Since there is no appreciable rotational shear

interior to !10 km, the magnetic fields there have little dynam-
ical effect. It is the fields in the region between!10 and!150 km
that are of consequence, since it is here that the magnetic tower
is launched and maintained. Figure 6 and x 2.3 indicate that the
fields achieved in this region in these models are comparable to
what is expected at saturation for a P0 of 2 s (!1015 G). This jus-
tifies our focus on thesemodels when assumingP0 " 2 s, despite
the fact that we underresolve the MRI.
Figure 7 depicts color maps of the poloidal (left panel ) and to-

roidal (right panel ) field distributions in model M15B11UP2A1H,
585 ms after bounce. In both panels, the lines are isopoloidal field
lines and the inner 200 km on a side is shown. The relative extents
of the red and yellow regions demonstrate the dominance of the
toroidal component in the inner zones at these late times well into
the explosion, but the presence of a column of yellow/red (high
field) along the axis in the poloidal plot attests to the conversion
due to stretching by ejected matter of toroidal into poloidal field
(see also Fig. 5). Figure 7 also demonstrates the columnar struc-
ture of this inner region due to both equatorial accretion (and,
hence, pinching) and rotation about the (vertical) axis. However,
it should be made clear that the actual field distributions after sat-
uration are likely to be different, and what they are in detail when
the MRI is fully enabled remains to be determined.
Figure 8 compares maps of the gas pressures (Pgas; left pan-

els) with the magnetic pressures (Pmag; right panels) for models
M15B11DP2A1H (top panels) and M15B11UP2A1H (bot-
tom panels), at various times after their respective explosions

Fig. 4.—Left: Magnetic field lines for model M15B11UP2A1H at 264.5 ms after bounce. The size of the displayed region is 3000 ; 4000 km2. ‘‘Footpoints’’ for the
field lines are randomly distributed in the inner 500Y1000 km, with a denser distribution along the polar axis to probe the region of larger magnetic energy where the
explosion takes place in our simulations. Hence, the crowding offield lines does not correspond directly and accurately to regions of larger magnetic fields.Right: Same as
the left panel, but for model M15B10DP2A1H at 855.5 ms after bounce and on a scale of 6000 km ; 8000 km. Notice how much more tightly the B field is wound.

BURROWS ET AL.424

Burrows et al. 2007
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Magnetorotational 
SNe

Rapid rotation required for MHD jet-
driven explosion

MHD & rotation may still be important 
in slower rotators

SN progenitor core rotation and B-
field not well defined

MRI not resolved in simulations
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Magnetorotational 
SNe

Elongated explosions

Non-axisymmetries via instabilities

High-velocity nickel clumps

Complex, large-scale structures

Mechanism for pulsar kicks

Continuum to GRBs with higher rotation

Wednesday, July 27, 2011



Can Bipolar Explosions 
Explain Observations?
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Jet-driven Type IIP SNe

15 Mo Red Supergiant progenitor star

FLASH hydrodynamics code

Jets introduced at inner boundary

Four physically-motivated jet models

Evolved to 500,000 seconds

SMC, Wheeler, Milosavljevič 2009, ApJ, 696, 953 
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Dynamic Range
Δr ~ 106 cm out to 1015 cm

2D spherical geom.

7 refinement levels, re-
gridding algorithm

Stage ti [s] tf [s] rin [cm] rout [cm] Nr,0 !rmin [cm]

0: 0 5 3.82 ! 108 3.2 ! 1010 192 2.6 ! 106

1: 5 25 3.82 ! 108 7.5 ! 1010 192 6.1 ! 106

2: 25 100 1.0 ! 109 2.5 ! 1011 192 2.0 ! 107

3: 100 300 2.0 ! 109 9.0 ! 1011 192 7.3 ! 107

4: 300 1 ! 103 4.0 ! 109 3.0 ! 1012 320 1.5 ! 108

5: 1 ! 103 3 ! 103 1.0 ! 1010 6.0 ! 1012 320 2.9 ! 108

6: 3 ! 103 1 ! 104 2.0 ! 1010 2.0 ! 1013 352 8.9 ! 108

7: 1 ! 104 3 ! 104 5.0 ! 1010 6.0 ! 1013 352 2.7 ! 109

8: 3 ! 104 1 ! 105 1.0 ! 1011 2.0 ! 1014 384 8.1 ! 109

9: 1 ! 105 2 ! 105 2.0 ! 1011 4.0 ! 1014 384 1.6 ! 1010

10: 2 ! 105 5 ! 105 5.0 ! 1011 1.0 ! 1015 384 4.1 ! 1010
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Fast, kinetic Slow, thermal

Density
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Fast, kinetic Slow, thermal

Density
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Jet-driven Type Ib SNe

2.5 & 6 Mo helium core progenitors

Thermal & kinetic jet models in each

FLASH hydro

Custom post-processing radiation modeling

SMC, Pooley, Wheeler, Milosavljevič 2011, ApJ, 727, 104
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Dynamic range

2D cylindrical geom.

Radius, time-dependent max. 
refinement level

Modified FLASH to excise 
central hole

Hole radius expands with time

No need for regrid; start with 
25 refinement levels

Wednesday, July 27, 2011



Kinetic Thermal

Density

Smaller Progenitor
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Kinetic Thermal

Density

Smaller Progenitor
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Small progenitor, kinetic jets

LC shape and time scales about 
right

Spectra are too soft

LC time scales right-on!
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Most importantly, the inferred rate of X-ray outbursts indicates
that all core-collapse supernovae produce detectable shock break-out
emission. Thus, we predict that future wide-field X-ray surveys will
uncover hundreds of supernovae each year at the time of explosion,
providing the long-awaited temporal and positional triggers for
neutrino and gravitational wave searches.

Discovery of the X-ray outburst

On 2008 January 9 at 13:32:49UT, we serendipitously discovered an
extremely bright X-ray transient during a scheduled Swift X-ray
Telescope (XRT) observation of the galaxy NGC2770 (distance
d5 27Mpc).PreviousXRTobservationsof the field just twodays earlier
revealed no pre-existing source at this location. The transient, hereafter
designated as X-ray outburst (XRO) 080109, lasted about 400 s, andwas
coincident with one of the galaxy’s spiral arms (Fig. 1). From observa-
tions described below, we determine that XRO080109 is indeed located
in NGC2770, and we thus adopt this association from here on.

The temporal evolution is characterized by a fast rise and expo-
nential decay, often observed for a variety of X-ray flare phenomena
(Fig. 1). We determine the onset of the X-ray emission to be 9z20

{8 s
before the beginning of the observation, implying an outburst start
time (t0) of January 9.5644 UT. The X-ray spectrum is best fitted by a
power law (N(E) / E2C, whereN and E are the photon number and
energy, respectively) with a photon index of C5 2.36 0.3, and a
hydrogen column density of NH~6:9z1:8

{1:5|1021 cm{2, in excess of
the absorption within the Milky Way (see Supplementary
Information). The inferred unabsorbed peak flux is FX,p<
6.93 10210 erg cm22 s21 (0.3–10 keV). We also measure significant
spectral softening during the outburst.

The XRO was in the field of view of the Swift Burst Alert Telescope
(BAT;15–150 keV)beginning30minbeforeandcontinuing throughout
the outburst, but no c-ray counterpart was detected. Thus, the outburst
was not a GRB (see also Supplementary Information). Integrating over
the duration of the outburst, we place a limit on the c-ray fluence of
fc= 83 1028 erg cm22 (3s), a factor of three times higher than an
extrapolation of the X-ray spectrum to the BAT energy band.

The total energy of the outburst is thus EX< 23 1046 erg, at least
three orders of magnitude lower10 than GRBs. The peak luminosity is
LX,p< 6.13 1043 erg s21, several orders of magnitude larger than the
Eddington luminosity (the maximum luminosity for a spherically
accreting source) of a solar mass object, outbursts fromultra-luminous
X-ray sources and type I X-ray bursts. In summary, the properties of
XRO080109 are distinct from those of all known X-ray transients.

The birth of a supernova

Simultaneous observations of the field with the co-aligned
Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT) on board Swift showed no
evidence for a contemporaneous counterpart. However, UVOT
observations just 1.4 h after the outburst revealed11 a brightening
ultraviolet/optical counterpart. Subsequent ground-based optical
observations also uncovered11–13 a coincident source.

We promptly obtained optical spectroscopy of the counterpart
with the Gemini North 8-m telescope beginning 1.74 d after the
outburst (Fig. 2). The spectrum is characterized by a smooth con-
tinuum with narrow absorption lines of Na I (wavelengths 5,890
and 5,896 Å) at the redshift of NGC 2770. More importantly, we
note broad absorption features near 5,200 and 5,700 Å and a drop-
off beyond 7,000 Å, strongly suggestive of a young supernova.
Subsequent observations confirmed these spectral characteristics11,14,
and the transient was classified11,15 as type Ibc SN 2008D based on the
lack of hydrogen and weak silicon features.

Thanks to the prompt X-ray discovery, the temporal coverage of
our optical spectra exceeds those of most supernovae, rivalling even
the best-studied GRB-associated supernovae, and SN 1987A (Fig. 2).
We see a clear evolution from a mostly featureless continuum to
broad absorption lines, and finally to strong absorption features with
moderate widths. Moreover, our spectra reveal the emergence of
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Figure 1 | Discovery image and X-ray light curve of XRO080109/
SN2008D. a, X-ray (left) and ultraviolet (right) images of the field obtained
on 2008 January 7UT during Swift observations of the type Ibc supernova
2007uy. No source is detected at the position of SN2008D to a limit of
=1023 counts s21 in the X-ray band and U> 20.3mag. b, Repeated
ultraviolet andX-ray observations of the field from January 9UT duringwhich
we serendipitously discovered XRO080109 and its ultraviolet counterpart.
The position of XRO080109 is right ascension a5 09 h 09min 30.70 s,
declination d5 33u 089 19.10 (J2000) (63.50), about 9 kpc from the centre of
NGC2770. c, X-ray light curve of XRO080109 in the 0.3–10 keV band. The
datawere accumulated in thephotoncountingmode andwereprocessedusing
version 2.8 of the Swift software package, including themost recent calibration
and exposuremaps. The high count rate resulted in photon pile-up, which we
correct for by fitting aKing function profile to the point spread function (PSF)
to determine the radial point at which the measured PSF deviates from the
model. The counts were extracted using an annular aperture that excluded the
affected 4 pixel core of the PSF, and the count rate was corrected according to
the model. Error bars,61s. Using a fast rise, exponential decay model (red
curve), we determine the properties of the outburst, in particular its onset
time, t0, which corresponds to the explosion time of SN2008D. The best-fit
parameters are a peak time of 636 7 s after the beginning of the observation,
an e-folding time of 1296 6 s, and peak count rate of 6.26 0.4 counts s21

(90%confidence level usingCash statistics). Thebest-fit valueof t0 is January 9
13:32:40UT (that is, 9 s before the start of the observation) with a 90%
uncertainty range of 13:32:20 to 13:32:48UT.
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Most importantly, the inferred rate of X-ray outbursts indicates
that all core-collapse supernovae produce detectable shock break-out
emission. Thus, we predict that future wide-field X-ray surveys will
uncover hundreds of supernovae each year at the time of explosion,
providing the long-awaited temporal and positional triggers for
neutrino and gravitational wave searches.

Discovery of the X-ray outburst

On 2008 January 9 at 13:32:49UT, we serendipitously discovered an
extremely bright X-ray transient during a scheduled Swift X-ray
Telescope (XRT) observation of the galaxy NGC2770 (distance
d5 27Mpc).PreviousXRTobservationsof the field just twodays earlier
revealed no pre-existing source at this location. The transient, hereafter
designated as X-ray outburst (XRO) 080109, lasted about 400 s, andwas
coincident with one of the galaxy’s spiral arms (Fig. 1). From observa-
tions described below, we determine that XRO080109 is indeed located
in NGC2770, and we thus adopt this association from here on.

The temporal evolution is characterized by a fast rise and expo-
nential decay, often observed for a variety of X-ray flare phenomena
(Fig. 1). We determine the onset of the X-ray emission to be 9z20

{8 s
before the beginning of the observation, implying an outburst start
time (t0) of January 9.5644 UT. The X-ray spectrum is best fitted by a
power law (N(E) / E2C, whereN and E are the photon number and
energy, respectively) with a photon index of C5 2.36 0.3, and a
hydrogen column density of NH~6:9z1:8

{1:5|1021 cm{2, in excess of
the absorption within the Milky Way (see Supplementary
Information). The inferred unabsorbed peak flux is FX,p<
6.93 10210 erg cm22 s21 (0.3–10 keV). We also measure significant
spectral softening during the outburst.

The XRO was in the field of view of the Swift Burst Alert Telescope
(BAT;15–150 keV)beginning30minbeforeandcontinuing throughout
the outburst, but no c-ray counterpart was detected. Thus, the outburst
was not a GRB (see also Supplementary Information). Integrating over
the duration of the outburst, we place a limit on the c-ray fluence of
fc= 83 1028 erg cm22 (3s), a factor of three times higher than an
extrapolation of the X-ray spectrum to the BAT energy band.

The total energy of the outburst is thus EX< 23 1046 erg, at least
three orders of magnitude lower10 than GRBs. The peak luminosity is
LX,p< 6.13 1043 erg s21, several orders of magnitude larger than the
Eddington luminosity (the maximum luminosity for a spherically
accreting source) of a solar mass object, outbursts fromultra-luminous
X-ray sources and type I X-ray bursts. In summary, the properties of
XRO080109 are distinct from those of all known X-ray transients.

The birth of a supernova

Simultaneous observations of the field with the co-aligned
Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT) on board Swift showed no
evidence for a contemporaneous counterpart. However, UVOT
observations just 1.4 h after the outburst revealed11 a brightening
ultraviolet/optical counterpart. Subsequent ground-based optical
observations also uncovered11–13 a coincident source.

We promptly obtained optical spectroscopy of the counterpart
with the Gemini North 8-m telescope beginning 1.74 d after the
outburst (Fig. 2). The spectrum is characterized by a smooth con-
tinuum with narrow absorption lines of Na I (wavelengths 5,890
and 5,896 Å) at the redshift of NGC 2770. More importantly, we
note broad absorption features near 5,200 and 5,700 Å and a drop-
off beyond 7,000 Å, strongly suggestive of a young supernova.
Subsequent observations confirmed these spectral characteristics11,14,
and the transient was classified11,15 as type Ibc SN 2008D based on the
lack of hydrogen and weak silicon features.

Thanks to the prompt X-ray discovery, the temporal coverage of
our optical spectra exceeds those of most supernovae, rivalling even
the best-studied GRB-associated supernovae, and SN 1987A (Fig. 2).
We see a clear evolution from a mostly featureless continuum to
broad absorption lines, and finally to strong absorption features with
moderate widths. Moreover, our spectra reveal the emergence of
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Figure 1 | Discovery image and X-ray light curve of XRO080109/
SN2008D. a, X-ray (left) and ultraviolet (right) images of the field obtained
on 2008 January 7UT during Swift observations of the type Ibc supernova
2007uy. No source is detected at the position of SN2008D to a limit of
=1023 counts s21 in the X-ray band and U> 20.3mag. b, Repeated
ultraviolet andX-ray observations of the field from January 9UT duringwhich
we serendipitously discovered XRO080109 and its ultraviolet counterpart.
The position of XRO080109 is right ascension a5 09 h 09min 30.70 s,
declination d5 33u 089 19.10 (J2000) (63.50), about 9 kpc from the centre of
NGC2770. c, X-ray light curve of XRO080109 in the 0.3–10 keV band. The
datawere accumulated in thephotoncountingmode andwereprocessedusing
version 2.8 of the Swift software package, including themost recent calibration
and exposuremaps. The high count rate resulted in photon pile-up, which we
correct for by fitting aKing function profile to the point spread function (PSF)
to determine the radial point at which the measured PSF deviates from the
model. The counts were extracted using an annular aperture that excluded the
affected 4 pixel core of the PSF, and the count rate was corrected according to
the model. Error bars,61s. Using a fast rise, exponential decay model (red
curve), we determine the properties of the outburst, in particular its onset
time, t0, which corresponds to the explosion time of SN2008D. The best-fit
parameters are a peak time of 636 7 s after the beginning of the observation,
an e-folding time of 1296 6 s, and peak count rate of 6.26 0.4 counts s21

(90%confidence level usingCash statistics). Thebest-fit valueof t0 is January 9
13:32:40UT (that is, 9 s before the start of the observation) with a 90%
uncertainty range of 13:32:20 to 13:32:48UT.
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X-ray UV
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Phenomenological, jet-driven explosions can 
explain many of the observations, but lack 
crucial physics.

Need nuclear EOS, neutrinos, and MHD:
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∇ · B = 0

Solenoidal Constraint

Three Common Methods to Satisfy Constraint:

1. Elliptic projection (Brackbill & Barnes 1980)
2. Constrained transport (Evans & Hawley 1988)

3. Divergence cleansing (Powell et al. 1999)
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B-field Amplification in 
CCSNe

Field compression:  field carried along with 
collapsing plasma: “flux-freezing”

Field winding:  linear process, wraps up field 
lines.  

Magnetorotational Instability (MRI):  
exponential growth of initial field.  
Saturation field strengths as high as 1015 - 
1016 G.

Bφ ≈ 2πnφBp
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MRI
τMRI ∼ 4π

�
∂ ln r

∂Ω

�
∼ 2P

λmax
MRI ∼

2πvA

Ω
∼ (104 cm) P10

B12

ρ1/2
11

Grows on the rotational time scale.

Requires restrictive resolution!  100 times 
that of high-resolution CCSNe sims.

See, e.g., Akiyama et al. (2003), 
Obergaulinger et al. (2011).
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Conclusions
Observations show that CCSN are aspherical

Physics of CCSN & the Neutrino Mechanism

Robust neutrino-driven explosions are not 
found in sophisticated calculations

Rotation and magnetic fields may play an 
important role in shaping or driving CCSN 
explosions

Bipolar explosions may explain observations 
indicating asymmetry

MHD effects are important in CCSN
Wednesday, July 27, 2011
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∂U
∂t

+
∂F
∂x

+
∂G
∂y

= 0

U = (ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw,Bx, By, Bz, E)T

oU
ot

! oF
ox

! oG
oy

" 0; #7$

where U contains the eight MHD conservative variables, and F and G represent corresponding conservative fluxes in x; y
directions. The conservative variable vector U is

U " #q;qu;qv;qw;Bx;By;Bz; E$T #8$

and multidimensional fluxes F and G are

F "

qu
qu2 ! ptot % B2

x

quv % ByBx

quw% BzBx

0
uBy % vBx#" %Ez$
uBz %wBx#" Ey$

#E! ptot$u% Bx#uBx ! vBy !wBz$

0

BBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1

CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

; G "

qv
qvu% BxBy

qv2 ! ptot % B2
y

qvw% BzBy

vBx % uBy#" Ez$
0

vBz %wBy#" %Ex$
#E! ptot$v % By#uBx ! vBy !wBz$

0

BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

: #9$

Note that Ohm’s law for perfectly conducting plasma, E " %u& B, has been used, where E " #Ex; Ey; Ez$T is the electric field.

2.1. Data reconstruction–evolution scheme for the USM

The first step of the USM scheme for multidimensional MHDmakes use of a second-order MUSCL-Hancock type TVD algo-
rithm for its data reconstruction–evolution. The data reconstruction–evolution uses cell-centered variables to calculate cell
interface values that are required to solve a Riemann problem. In this reconstruction–evolution step, it is important to in-
clude terms that reflect the multidimensional character of the MHD equations. These terms have usually been ignored in
dimensionally-split type data reconstruction–evolution formulations but have been highlighted by Crockett et al. [9] and
Gardiner and Stone [16,17].

In this section we present a new dimensionally-unsplit data reconstruction–evolution algorithm that includes these mul-
tidimensional MHD terms. This approach is computationally more efficient than the 1D Godunov based data reconstruction–
evolution schemes because it does not involve solving a Riemann problemwhich arises in the usual transverse predictor step
[8,9,16]. Additionally, it is mathematically more consistent with the governing multidimensional MHD equations than the
1D data reconstruction–evolution algorithm used in [9,16].

We begin our discussion by rewriting the conservative form of Eq. (7) in primitive variables V " #q;u;v ;w;Bx;By;Bz; p$T,

oV
ot

! Ax
oV
ox

! Ay
oV
oy

" 0; #10$

where the well-known matrices Ax and Ay are given by

Ax "

u q 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 u 0 0 % Bx
q

By
q

Bz
q

1
q

0 0 u 0 % By
q % Bx

q 0 0

0 0 0 u % Bz
q 0 % Bx

q 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 By %Bx 0 %v u 0 0
0 Bz 0 %Bx %w 0 u 0
0 cp 0 0 %ku ' B 0 0 u

0

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
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Ay "
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0 v 0 0 % By
q % Bx

q 0 0

0 0 v 0 Bx
q % By

q
Bz
q

1
q

0 0 0 v 0 % Bz
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q 0
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D. Lee, A.E. Deane / Journal of Computational Physics 228 (2009) 952–975 955

From Lee & Deane (2009)

Basics of Unsplit Staggered-Mesh (USM)
Constrained Transport
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MHD Waves

Alfvén waves
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SN Polarization
Cannot “see” the shapes of distant SNe

Can get wavelength-dependent info on the 
shapes of the photosphere and line-forming 
regions

Measure Stokes 
parameters:
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SN Polarization
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SN Polarization
P=Q=U=0: no net 
polarization, circularly 
symmetric

I0
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SN Polarization
P=Q=U=0: no net 
polarization, circularly 
symmetric

I0
I45

I90

I-45

P,Q,U≠0: net polarization, 
asymmetric emitting region
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Hα sub-structure

Appearance of peaks 
in line require fast 
nickel clumps
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Elmhamdi et al. 2003
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Nickel 
Clumps

High-velocity bipolar 
clumps

May effect spectral 
lines
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Type IIP Polarization
14 

the other plateau epochs), and then subtracted the result from the Stokes parameters obtained on 

all other epochs.   This resulted in the removal of 

! 

p
ISP
" 0.29% ,

! 

"
ISP

! 

" 20° from the observed data.  

 

Figure 2. Light curve and continuum polarization of SN 2004dj.  Polarization measures are from 

Table 1; error bars are 1! (s.d.) statistical.  Photometry is from data obtained with the 30-inch (0.8-

m) Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT) at Lick Observatory and the 60-inch (1.5-m) 
telescope at Palomar Observatory.  The dashed line represents the expected decline in polarization 

(

! 

p = (t
0
/ t)

2
" p

0
, where 

! 

t0 = 91 days and p0 = 0.558%  from Table 1) during the transition to the 

nebular phase due to the effects of diminishing electron scattering in optically thin, expanding 
ejecta. Note that the age of SN 2004dj at discovery and, hence, the plateau duration, is not well 
constrained by direct observation, as NGC 2403 had just emerged from solar conjunction and the 
most recent reported pre-explosion image was taken over six months earlier

18
. Our adopted 

explosion date of 2004 July 14 results from the spectral analysis of ref. 14, but we note that the 
light-curve modeling of ref. 19 yields an explosion date 31 days earlier.  If the earlier date were 
adopted, the estimated plateau duration would increase from ~70 to ~100 days.  

 

 

SN 2004dj

Leonard et al. 2006
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Photosphere ShapesNo. 1, 2009 JET-DRIVEN SNe 967

Figure 17. Surfaces of constant electron scattering optical depth !es using a constant opacity for thermal-energy-dominated model v1m12 at several epochs: 6 (end of
simulation), 50, 100, and 200 days. The optical depths were calculated for a line-of-sight in the equatorial plane and the levels shown are !es = 1, 10, 30. On day 6,
the photospheric shape is slightly oblate with axis ratio of !0.95, but by day 50 the photosphere is essentially spherical. On day 100, around the time of the observed
jump in polarization in SN 2004dj, the axis ratio of v1m12 is !1.25 and the photosphere is prolate. On day 200, the elongation of the inner core is apparent and the
contour for !es = 30 is absent as the model is making the transition to the nebular phase.

Figure 18. Same as Figure 17 except for kinetic-energy-dominated model v3m12. The shape of the photosphere is remarkably asymmetric at all times, in disagreement
with polarimetry of SNeII-P.

The shapes of the photospheres are similar for models v5m06
and v6m04. This seems to indicate that if SNeII-P are driven
by bipolar jets, such jets must be “stalled” by passage through a
thick hydrogen envelope, meaning that they must efficiently lose
kinetic energy to the envelope driving a more nearly spherical
explosion. A similar conclusion was reached by Höflich et al.
(2001). Our thermal energy-dominated jet model satisfies this
criterion.

6. SHOCK BREAKOUT

Recently, the GALEX satellite has observed two SNeII-P at,
or near, the moment of shock breakout (Schawinski et al. 2008;
Gezari et al. 2008). Gezari et al. (2008) model the light curve as a

spherical breakout, but as we show here, the breakout light curve
will vary according to the asphericity of the shock breakout. To
illustrate this, we have computed breakout light curves of our
models by first finding the photosphere (!es = 1; via the method
outlined in Section 5) and then calculating the bolometric black-
body emission at the photospheric temperature in a piecewise
fashion across the photosphere and summing these blackbody
contributions over the photosphere. The resultant light curves,
along with the angled-averaged photospheric temperature, are
shown in Figure 19. The significantly aspherical breakout of
model v3m12 is apparent in the “double-peaked” light curve.
The breakout of the jets around 0.5 days, measured in time
from the beginning of the simulation, is followed by a period of
near-constant luminosity associated with the expansion of the

No. 1, 2009 JET-DRIVEN SNe 967

Figure 17. Surfaces of constant electron scattering optical depth !es using a constant opacity for thermal-energy-dominated model v1m12 at several epochs: 6 (end of
simulation), 50, 100, and 200 days. The optical depths were calculated for a line-of-sight in the equatorial plane and the levels shown are !es = 1, 10, 30. On day 6,
the photospheric shape is slightly oblate with axis ratio of !0.95, but by day 50 the photosphere is essentially spherical. On day 100, around the time of the observed
jump in polarization in SN 2004dj, the axis ratio of v1m12 is !1.25 and the photosphere is prolate. On day 200, the elongation of the inner core is apparent and the
contour for !es = 30 is absent as the model is making the transition to the nebular phase.

Figure 18. Same as Figure 17 except for kinetic-energy-dominated model v3m12. The shape of the photosphere is remarkably asymmetric at all times, in disagreement
with polarimetry of SNeII-P.

The shapes of the photospheres are similar for models v5m06
and v6m04. This seems to indicate that if SNeII-P are driven
by bipolar jets, such jets must be “stalled” by passage through a
thick hydrogen envelope, meaning that they must efficiently lose
kinetic energy to the envelope driving a more nearly spherical
explosion. A similar conclusion was reached by Höflich et al.
(2001). Our thermal energy-dominated jet model satisfies this
criterion.

6. SHOCK BREAKOUT

Recently, the GALEX satellite has observed two SNeII-P at,
or near, the moment of shock breakout (Schawinski et al. 2008;
Gezari et al. 2008). Gezari et al. (2008) model the light curve as a

spherical breakout, but as we show here, the breakout light curve
will vary according to the asphericity of the shock breakout. To
illustrate this, we have computed breakout light curves of our
models by first finding the photosphere (!es = 1; via the method
outlined in Section 5) and then calculating the bolometric black-
body emission at the photospheric temperature in a piecewise
fashion across the photosphere and summing these blackbody
contributions over the photosphere. The resultant light curves,
along with the angled-averaged photospheric temperature, are
shown in Figure 19. The significantly aspherical breakout of
model v3m12 is apparent in the “double-peaked” light curve.
The breakout of the jets around 0.5 days, measured in time
from the beginning of the simulation, is followed by a period of
near-constant luminosity associated with the expansion of the
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